Introduction

Lung cancer has the highest mortality rate of all cancers. It is estimated that annually 1.6 million deaths are due to lung cancer worldwide, making it the leading cause of cancer-related death (1-3). The time of diagnosis directly translates to survival, with 5-year survival rates ranging between 12–90% depending on the lung cancer stage (4). An important factor is that lung cancer often remains without symptoms until far progressed and most clinical patients are beyond stage I (4). Several studies, including randomized controlled trials, have examined or are examining the possibility of lung cancer screening with low-dose computed tomography (LDCT) to reduce mortality (5,6). After the American National Lung Screening Trial (NLST) showed a 20% reduced lung cancer mortality when comparing LDCT to conventional chest radiography (7), most US guidelines now recommend LDCT lung cancer screening for high-risk individuals (8-10). European stakeholders, however, are awaiting the final results of the Dutch-Belgian lung cancer screening (NELSON) trial (9,11).

In lung cancer screening trials, around 22–51% of participants have non-calcified pulmonary nodules and their detection and management defines the success of any lung cancer screening program (12-21). This review focuses on current clinical challenges in nodule measurement and risk-stratification of baseline and incident nodules.

Measurement of nodule size and nodule growth

Lung nodule management is based on nodule size and growth rate (22-24). Hence, accurate and reproducible nodule measurement is directly related to the success of a lung cancer screening program. Traditionally, nodule size
has been determined using calipers, measuring average diameter rounded to the nearest whole number for nonspherical nodules and a single diameter for spherical nodules (22,24). However, since pulmonary nodules seldom are perfectly geometrically shaped, errors in nodule sizing may result (25,26). Unfortunately, this especially concerns nodules with a non-smooth margin, which have a higher lung cancer probability than smooth nodules (25,27-30). A more recent approach, applied by several European lung cancer screening trials, is the semi-automated measurement of nodule volume using software (5,17,31). This enables an estimation of nodule size after 3-dimensional reconstruction of thin slices (maximum 1 mm to create isometric voxels) and was also applied in guidelines from the British Thoracic Society and Fleischner Society (22,23,32).

Importantly, most nodules detected during lung cancer screening are small. The NELSON trial showed, that around 60% of new solid nodules detected were smaller than 50 mm³ (roughly 4.5 mm) (31,33). The ELCAP and Mayo trial reported similar numbers between 40–55% for new nodules smaller than 5 and 4 mm respectively (34,35). At these tiny nodule sizes, growth detection based on two-dimensional diameter evaluation is very unreliable (32), especially in comparison to volumetry. Additionally, even a computer simulated mean diameter provided inferior performance for nodule risk-stratification when compared to semi-automated volume measurement (31).

During follow-up screenings nodule growth can be estimated based on the detected change in size. The nodule management algorithm currently employed in the USA defines growth as an increase in mean diameter of >1.5 mm, while assuming equal growth in all directions (24,32). Nevertheless, it was found that already for intermediately sized nodules (50–500 mm³, roughly 4.5–10 mm), intra-nodular diameter, defined as the difference between maximum and minimum diameter in any direction, variation varied by 2.8 mm, which is above the 1.5 mm cutoff (26). Even when measuring the diameter semi-automatically, thereby limiting inaccuracy of human readers, 85% of nodules have an intra-nodular diameter variation of at least 2 mm, which transfers them between different lung cancer probability scores and therefore different management categories ranging from regular screening to short-term imaging (26,32,36).

Rather than using a fixed cutoff for size increase, the growth rate or volume doubling time (VDT) can be estimated based on the screening interval and change in size. Considering that lung cancers typically grow according to exponential growth patterns (37,38), VDT instead of a fixed increase is far more accurate and therefore appropriate for nodule management. A retrospective analysis of the NELSON study showed that, compared to optimized diameter-based protocols, an optimized protocol based on semi-automated nodule volume yielded the highest specificity and positive predictive value with similar negative predictive value (32,39). Again, in this study the radiologist was aided by three-dimensional software to assess the nodule diameter and manual diameter measurements probably would have performed even worse.

While there remain uncertainties and limitations of semi-automated volume measurements, such as the occasional need to manually adapt the segmented volume, this also applies to diameter measurement. For instance, nodule attachment and nodule margin can cause variability in manual diameter measurements between different radiologists which potentially leads to an increase in false positives in terms of growth determination (36). Currently, evidence shows that management of (solid) nodules detected in lung cancer screening has to be based on semi-automated nodule volume and VDT, while nodule diameter measurements should only be used where volumetry is not technically possible (11).

**Management of pulmonary nodules in lung cancer screening**

Pulmonary nodules are regularly found in CT lung cancer screening. European and American trials without a detection limit or with a low detection limit (3 mm or 15 mm³) found a non-calcified pulmonary nodule prevalence in between 41–51% of participants at baseline with up to 56% of these nodules being small pulmonary nodules below 50 mm³ or 4.5 mm (12-15,33). Since most of these nodules are benign, the accurate identification of high-risk nodules that require immediate referral for diagnostic work-up as well as the identification of low-risk nodules is key to any screening program. Underestimating the risk may cause delayed lung cancer diagnosis, thereby effectively increasing the mortality of participants (4,22,40). Conversely, a risk overestimation may cause unnecessary and potentially harmful procedures (2,10,41).

Nodules detected at baseline potentially have been present for years, whereas nodules newly developed after baseline are possibly fast-growing. Considering that the timeframe in which a new nodule developed is known, the size at detection might be used to estimate its growth
solid nodules were stage I and in situ. It was found that 6% of NELSON participants with a new non-calcified solid nodule developed lung cancer in such a nodule, with 4% of the new solid nodules proving to be lung cancer (31,33). In a previous analysis of the NELSON trial, 1% of participants were detected with lung cancer during the baseline screening round (14), and for the first three rounds it was reported that approximately 3% of participants were detected with lung cancer (including new nodule cancer) (49). The ELCAP trial reported that 10% of participants with new non-calcified pulmonary incident nodules on LDCT had lung cancer in a new nodule, and the IELCAP reported this was the case for 5% of its participants (19,34). In response to the NELSON trial’s analysis, data of the NLST confirmed the results, with 6% of the new solid nodules being lung cancer as compared to only 3% of the baseline solid nodules (45,50).

The lung cancer probability of new subsolid nodules is similar to those of baseline nodules. It was found that 6% of NELSON participants with a new subsolid nodule had a lung cancer diagnosed in such a nodule, with 5% of the new subsolid nodules being lung cancer (46,51). Until now the I-ELCAP is the only other trial that reported new subsolid nodule lung cancer frequencies. Overall, 4% of the new subsolid nodules detected in the I-ELCAP trial were lung cancer (47,48). All new subsolid nodule lung cancers detected in the NELSON trial were stage I or adenocarcinoma in situ (46,51). This is comparable to results of the I-ELCAP trial where all new subsolid lung cancer cases were stage I (47,48). Additionally, previous prospective Japanese studies reported that all pathologically confirmed tumors in subsolid nodules were stage I and ≤1% of subsolid nodules were invasive adenocarcinomas (46,51-53). Furthermore, an analysis of lung cancer manifesting as nonsolid nodule (baseline and incident clustered together) in the NLST confirms this (54).

There only is little evidence from other lung cancer screening trials concerning the stratification of new solid nodules. However, new nodule size at initial detection provides moderate to high discriminative ability for lung cancer (31). Comparing the second NELSON screening round (1 year screening interval) and the third NELSON screening round (2-year screening interval), the discriminative power increased with a longer screening interval (31). This suggests that new nodules need time to grow in order to be evaluated based on size only, making growth speed measures such as the VDT imperative for follow-up assessment.

The new solid nodule lung cancer probability is high at

Management of new incident nodules in lung cancer screening

Recent evidence from the NELSON trial shows that new nodules should be managed differently from baseline nodules (11,31,45). In annual screening, 5% of the NELSON participants developed a new non-calcified solid nodule, while 11% of the NELSON participants developed a new non-calcified solid nodule within the first two incidence screening rounds (3 years after baseline) (31). The annual new solid nodule occurrence was similar to numbers from the ELCAP and IELCAP studies (3% and 5% respectively) as well as the PLuSS trial (7%) (12,19,34). In response to the NELSON trial’s results, an analysis of the NLST reported an annual incidence of new nodules in around 3% of participants [note: only nodules ≥4 mm were registered as compared to 15 mm³ (2.9 mm) in the NELSON trial] (45). Nevertheless, these numbers are limited in their direct comparability, as new nodules were defined differently within trials and rates have not been reported explicitly (8,33). Compared to new solid nodules, non-solid new nodules are less common. New subsolid nodules were found in <1% of NELSON participants with at least one screening after baseline (46). This is comparable to findings of the I-ELCAP trial, where <1% of participants presented with new part-solid or new non-solid nodules respectively (47,48).

The lung cancer probability of new solid nodules is higher than in baseline nodules. It was found that 6% of participants with a new non-calcified solid nodule developed lung cancer in such a nodule, with 4% of the new solid nodules proving to be lung cancer (31,33). In a previous analysis of the NELSON trial, 1% of participants were detected with lung cancer during the baseline screening round (14), and for the first three rounds it was reported that approximately 3% of participants were detected with lung cancer (including new nodule cancer) (49). The ELCAP trial reported that 10% of participants with new non-calcified pulmonary incident nodules on LDCT had lung cancer in a new nodule, and the IELCAP reported this was the case for 5% of its participants (19,34). In response to the NELSON trial’s analysis, data of the NLST confirmed the results, with 6% of the new solid nodules being lung cancer as compared to only 3% of the baseline solid nodules (45,50).

The lung cancer probability of new subsolid nodules is similar to those of baseline nodules. It was found that 6% of NELSON participants with a new subsolid nodule had a lung cancer diagnosed in such a nodule, with 5% of the new subsolid nodules being lung cancer (46,51). Until now the I-ELCAP is the only other trial that reported new subsolid nodule lung cancer frequencies. Overall, 4% of the new subsolid nodules detected in the I-ELCAP trial were lung cancer (47,48). All new subsolid nodule lung cancers detected in the NELSON trial were stage I or adenocarcinoma in situ (46,51). This is comparable to results of the I-ELCAP trial where all new subsolid lung cancer cases were stage I (47,48). Additionally, previous prospective Japanese studies reported that all pathologically confirmed tumors in subsolid nodules were stage I and ≤1% of subsolid nodules were invasive adenocarcinomas (46,51-53). Furthermore, an analysis of lung cancer manifesting as nonsolid nodule (baseline and incident clustered together) in the NLST confirms this (54).
a small size, especially in comparison with nodules detected at baseline (31). Prior to the presented studies, data of the NELSON trial suggested that baseline nodules smaller than 100 mm\(^3\) had a 2-year lung cancer probability of about 0.6%, were not predictive of lung cancer, and did not necessitate additional follow-up scans. However, this criterion does not apply in the case of new solid nodules. In case of new nodules, 3% of participants whose largest new solid nodule was smaller than 100 mm\(^3\) were eventually diagnosed with lung cancer, with 2% of new solid nodules smaller than 100 mm\(^3\) found to be lung cancer (31). These findings were later confirmed by an analysis of the NLST which, at smaller size, reported a significantly higher lung cancer risk in new solid nodules as compared to baseline nodules (45). The optimized volume cutoffs for new solid nodules were \(<27\) mm\(^3\) (\(<1\%\) lung cancer probability, low risk), \(27–206\) mm\(^3\) (\(3\%\) lung cancer probability, intermediate risk), and \(\geq 206\) mm\(^3\) (\(17\%\) lung cancer probability, high risk), providing 95% sensitivity (31). It has been proposed by a European expert group to adapt these cutoffs for clinical implementation to 30 and 200 mm\(^3\) respectively (11). The optimized computer simulated mean diameter cutoffs were \(<3.7\) mm (\(<1\%\) lung cancer probability, low risk), \(3.7–8.2\) mm (\(3\%\) lung cancer probability, intermediate risk), and \(\geq 8.2\) mm (\(14\%\) lung cancer probability, high risk), providing 95% sensitivity (31). These threshold probabilities are implemented in concordance with the lung cancer probabilities for the respective American College of Radiologists Lung-RADS categories (24). The results of the NELSON trial were subsequently confirmed by data of the NLST (45). It was found that especially at very small size, the lung cancer risk between new solid nodules and baseline nodules differed markedly: 4–6 mm mean diameter (2.3% vs. 0.4%, 6 times higher) and 6–8 mm mean diameter (5.4% vs. 1.3%, 4 times higher) (45). Even more remarkably, while the NLST did not include nodules with a longest diameter \(<4\) mm (around 34 mm\(^3\)) and therefore cannot represent these nodules accurately, the researchers reported a significantly higher lung cancer risk in nodules with a mean diameter \(<4\) mm (1.1% vs. 0.1%) (45). In light of these results, the currently advocated, new solid nodule size diameter cutoff in Lung-RADS of \(\leq 4\) mm (24), should be reviewed to assess whether it appropriately represents the actual lung cancer risk of new solid nodules. At follow-up after new solid nodule detection, volume provided high and VDT provided very high discrimination for lung cancer (55). The performance was higher than at initial detection (31,55), underlining that the discrimination of new nodule lung cancers increases with longer screening time interval. The addition of the previously found high-risk volume cutoff of \(\leq 200\) mm\(^3\) further improved discrimination by VDT alone (55). Of new solid nodules \(\leq 200\) mm\(^3\) at initial detection and \(\geq 200\) mm\(^3\) at first subsequent screening LDCT, 38% were lung cancer and the addition of a volume limit could improve risk stratification also after initial detection (55). Considering that lung cancer growth was shown to not always be exponential or linear (37,38), addition of a volume limit compelling referral to a pulmonologist might prevent slow growing lung cancers from evading timely referral. The optimized VDT cutoff was 590 days and combined with the \(\geq 200\) mm\(^3\) high-risk cutoff, thereby classifying nodules positive when at least one criterion was fulfilled, provided 100% sensitivity and 84% specificity for discriminating lung cancer (55). The observed statistically optimal VDT cutoff of \(\leq 590\) days is analogous to currently employed cutoffs of \(\leq 600\) days (11,23).

Importantly, more than half (55%) of new nodules resolve until first follow-up after initial detection (55). In total, 7% of participants with non-resolving low- and intermediate risk new solid nodules (0–3% lung cancer probability based on risk-stratification at initial detection) had lung cancer in such a nodule (55). Moreover, with longer screening interval the number of new nodules does not increase proportionally while the proportion of lung cancers further increases (31). This phenomenon could be explained by the nature of non-resolving new nodules: The longer a screening interval, the higher the proportion of non-resolving new nodules and consequently the higher the percentage of lung cancers (55). This is important when assessing new nodules found after different screening interval lengths or during short-term follow-up. A previous study of the NELSON trial examined the disappearance of intraparenchymal solid baseline nodules sized 50–500 mm\(^3\) and reported that 90% of the nodules persisted, with 3% of non-resolving nodules being diagnosed as lung cancer eventually (56). The fact that compared to baseline nodules more new nodules resolve can be explained by the difference of the two nodule groups. Baseline nodules may have been present for years and are therefore more likely to be stable, while new nodules develop within a short, known time-frame and are more likely dynamic. Thus, the mere persistence of a new nodule might be considered as a risk factor for lung cancer.

Therefore, while new subsolid nodules can be managed equivalent to baseline subsolid nodules, new solid nodules require a more aggressive approach as compared to baseline
nODULES. Figure 1 summarizes the presented evidence for the management of new solid nodules.

**Extending lung cancer screening**

Until now, cost-effectiveness in LDCT lung cancer screening programs, was driven primarily by non-lung cancer outcomes, including improvement in the quality of life and smoking cessation (57,58). It has been established that lung cancer, chronic obstructive pulmonary disease, and cardiovascular disease share risk-factors and are highly prevalent in the population (57). Considering the possibilities of chest CT screening including emphysema screening, cardiac calcium scoring and lung cancer screening, integrating all three acquisition protocols into one scan could be worthwhile (57). While this hypothesis requires further prospective studies, it offers an opportunity to maximize health benefits and cost-effectiveness of screening.

**Conclusions**

Lung cancer screening programs are ongoing and challenges remain. Semi-automated volume measurement can be superior to diameter measurement, but is currently limited by its availability. New nodules that develop after baseline require lower size cutoff values and therefore limit an accurate stratification by diameter protocols. The clinical implementation of these findings is ongoing.
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